Abstract. We discuss two quantum analogues of Fisher information, symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) Fisher information and Kubo-Mori-Bogoljubov (KMB) Fisher information from a large deviation viewpoint of quantum estimation and prove that the former gives the true bound and the latter gives the bound of consistent superefficient estimators. In another comparison, it is shown that the difference between them is characterized by the change of the order of limits.
Introduction
Fisher information ont only plays a central role in statisical inference, but also coincides with a natural inner product in a distribution family. It is defined as
2 p θ (ω) dω, l θ (ω)p θ (ω) = dp θ (ω) dθ
for a probability distribution family {p θ |θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R} with a probability space Ω. However, the quantum version of Fisher information cannot be uniquely determined.
In general, there is a serious arbitrariness concerning the order among non-commutative observables in the quantization of products of several variables. The problem of the arbitrarity of the quantum version of Fisher information is due to the same reason. The geometrical properties of its quantum analogues have been discussed by many authors [1] [2][3] [4] . One quantum analogue is the Kubo-Mori-Bogoljubov (KMB) Fisher informatioñ J ρ defined byJ θ := 
for a quantum state family {ρ θ ∈ S(H)|θ ∈ Θ}, where S(H) is the set of density matrixes on H and the Hilbert space H corresponds to the physical system of interest [1] [2][3] [4] . As proven in Appendix B, it can be characterized as the limit of quantum relative entropy, which plays an important role in several topics of quantum information theory, for example, quantum channel coding [5] [6], quantum source coding [7] [8] [9] and quantum hypothesis testing [10] [11] . Moreover, as mentioned in section 3, this inner product is closely related to the canonical correlation of the linear response theory in statistical mechanics [12] . As mentioned in Appendix A, it appears to be the most natural quantum extension from an information geometrical viewpoint. Thus, one might expect that it is significant in quantum estimation, but its estimation-theoretical characterization has not been sufficiently clarified. Another quantum analogue is symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) Fisher information
where L θ is called the symmetric logarithmic derivative [13] . It is closely related to the achievable lower bound of mean square error (MSE) not only for the one-parameter case [13] [14] [15] , but also for the multi-parameter case [16] [17] [18] in quantum estimation.
The difference between the two can be regarded as the difference in the order of the operators, and reflects the two ways of defining Fisher information for a probability distribution family. Currently, the former is closely related to the quantum information theory while the latter is related to the quantum estimation theory. These two inner products have been discussed only in separate contexts. In this paper, to clarify the difference between them, we introduce a large deviation viewpoint of quantum estimation as a unified viewpoint, whose classical version was initiated by Bahadur [19] [20] [21] . This method may not be conventional in mathematical statistics, but seems a suitable setting for a comparison between two quantum analogues from an estimation viewpoint. This type of comparison was initiated by Nagaoka [22] [23] , and is discussed in further depth in this paper. Such a large deviation evaluation of quantum estimation is closely related to the exponent of the overflow probability of quantum universal variable-length coding [24] . This paper is structured as follows: Before we state the main results, we review the classical estimation theory including Bahadur's large deviation theory, which has been done in section 2. After this review, we briefly outline the main results in section 3, i.e., the difference is characterized from three contexts. To simplify the notations, even if we need the Gauss notation [ ], we omit it when this does not cause confusion. Some proofs are very complicated and are presented in the appendixes.
Review of classical estimation theory
We review the relationship between the parameter estimation for the probability distribution family {p θ |θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R} with a probability space Ω and its Fisher information. The definition of Fisher information is given not only by (1) , but also by the limit of the relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence) D(p q) := Ω (log p(ω) − log q(ω)) p(ω) dω as
These two definitions (1) and (4) coincide under some regularity conditions for a family. Next, we consider a map f from Ω to Ω ′ . Similarly to other information quantities, (for example Kullback divergence etc) the inequality
holds, where J ′ θ is Fisher information of the family {p θ • f −1 |θ ∈ Θ}. Inequality (5) is called the monotonicity. According toČencov [25] , any information quantities satisfying (5) coincide with a constant times Fisher information J θ .
For an estimator that is defined as a map from the data set Ω to the parameter set Θ, we sometimes consider the unbiasedness condition:
The MSE of any unbiased estimator T is evaluated by the following inequality (Cramér-Rao inequality),
which follows from Schwartz inequality with respect to (w.r.t.) the inner product X, Y := Ω X(ω)Y (ω)p θ (ω) dω for variables X, Y . When the number of data ω n := (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ), which obeys the unknown probability p θ , is sufficiently large, we discuss a sequence {T n } of estimators T n ( ω n ). If {T n } is suitable as a sequence of estimators, we can expect that it converges to the true parameter θ in probability, i.e., it satisfies the weak consistency condition:
Usually, the performance of a sequence {T n } of estimators is measured by the speed of its convergence. As one criterion, we focus on the speed of the convergence in MSE. If a sequence {T n } of estimators satisfies the weak consistency condition and some regularity conditions, the asymptotic version of Cramér-Rao inequality,
holds. If it satisfies only the weak consistency condition, it is possible that it surpasses the bound of (9) at a specific subset. Such a sequence of estimators is called superefficient. We can reduce its error to any amount at a specific subset with the measure 0 under the weak consistency condition (8) .
As another criterion, we evaluate the decreasing rate of the tail probability:
This method was initiated by Bahadur [19] [20] [21] , and was a much discussed topic among mathematical statisticians in the 1970's. From the monotonicity of the divergence, we can prove the inequality
for any weakly consistent sequence {T n } of estimators. Its proof is essentially given in our proof of Theorem 2.
Since it is difficult to analyze β({T n }, θ, ǫ) except in the case of an exponential family, we focus on another quantity α({T n }, θ) := lim ǫ→0 1 ǫ 2 β({T n }, θ, ǫ). For an exponential family, see Appendix K. Taking the limit ǫ → +0, we obtain the inequality
If T n is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), the equality of (12) holds under some regularity conditions for the family [21] [26] . This type of discussion is different from the MSE type of discussion in deriving (12) from only the weak consistency condition. Therefore, there is no consistent superefficient estimator w.r.t. the large deviation evaluation. Indeed, we can relate the above large deviation type of discussion in the estimation to Stein's lemma in simple hypothesis testing as follows. In simple hypothesis testing, we decide whether the null hypothesis should be accepted or rejected from the data ω n := (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) which obeys an unknown probability. For the decision, we must define an acceptance region A n as a subset of Ω n . If the null hypothesis is p and the alternative is q, the first error (though the true distribution is p, we reject the null hypothesis) probability β 1,n (A n ) and the second error (though the true distribution is q, we accept the null hypothesis) probability β 2,n (A n ) are given by
Regarding the decreasing rate of the second error probability under the constant constraint of the first error probability, the equation
holds (Stein's lemma). Inequality (11) can be derived from this lemma. We can regard the large deviation type of evaluation in the estimation to be Stein's lemma in the case where the null hypothesis is close to the alternative one.
Outline of main results
Let us return to the quantum case. In a quantum setting, we focus two quantum analogues of Fisher information, KMB Fisher informationJ θ and SLD Fisher information J θ . Indeed, if the state ρ θ is nondegenerate, SLD L θ is not uniquely determined. However, as is proven in Appendix C, SLD Fisher information J θ is uniquely determined, i.e., it is independent of the choice of the SLD L θ .
On the other hand, according to Chap. 7 in Amari and Nagaoka [1] ,L θ has another formL
As is proven by using formula (14) in Appendix B, KMB Fisher informationJ θ can be characterized as the limit of the the quantum relative entropy D(ρ σ) := Tr ρ(log ρ − log σ) in the following waỹ
Moreover, in the linear response theory of statistical physics, given an equilibrium state ρ, when a variable A fluctuates with a small value δ, another variable B also is thought to fluctuate with a constant times δ [12] . Its coefficient is called the canonical correlation and given by
Thus, KMB Fisher informationJ θ is thought to be more natural from a viewpoint of statistical physics. As another quantum analogue, right logarithmic derivative (RLD) Fisher informationJ θ :J θ := Tr ρ θĽθĽ * θ , ρ θĽθ = dρ θ dθ is known. When ρ θ does not commute dρ θ dθ and ρ θ > 0, the RLDĽ θ is not self-adjoint. Since it is not useful in the one-parameter case, we do not discuss it in this paper. Since the difference in definitions can be regarded as the difference in the order of operators, these quantum analogues coincide when all states of the family are commutative with each other. However, in the general case, they do not coincide and the inequalityJ θ ≥ J θ holds, as exemplified in section 4. Concerning some information-geometrical properties, see Appendix A.
In the following, we consider how the roles these quantum analogues of Fisher information play in the parameter estimation for the state family. As is discussed in detail in section 4, the estimator is described by the pair of positive operator valued measure (POVM) M (which corresponds to the measurement and is defined in section 4) and the map from the data set to the parameter space Θ. Similarly to the classical case, we can define an unbiased estimator. For any unbiased estimator E, the SLD Cramér-Rao inequality
holds, where V (E) is the mean square error (MSE) of the estimator E.
In an asymptotic setting, as a quantum analogue of the n-i.i.d. condition, we treat the quantum n-i.i.d. condition, i.e., we consider the case where the number of systems independently prepared in the same unknown state is sufficiently large, in section 5. In this case, the measurement is denoted by a POVM M n on the composite system H ⊗n and the state is described by the tensor product density matrix ρ ⊗n . Of course, such POVMs include a POVM that requires quantum correlations between the respective quantum systems in the measurement apparatus. Similarly to the classical case, for a sequence E = {E n } of estimators, we can define the weak consistency condition given in (31) . In mathematical statistics, the square root n consistency, local asymptotic minimax theorems and Bayesian theorem are important topics as the asymptotic theory, but it seems too difficult to link these quantum settings and KMB Fisher informationJ θ . Thus, in this paper, in order to compare two quantum analogues from a unified framework, we adopt Bahadur's large deviation theory as follows. As is discussed in section 5, we can similarly define the quantities β( E, θ, ǫ), α( E, θ). Similarly to (11) (12) , under the weak consistency (WC) condition, the inequalities
hold. From these discussions, the bound in the large deviation type of evaluation seems different from the one in the MSE case. However, as mentioned in section 6, the inequality
holds if the sequence E satisfies the strong consistency (SC) condition introduced in section 6 as a stronger condition. As is mentioned in section 7, these bounds can be attained in their respective senses. Therefore, roughly speaking, the difference between the two quantum analogues can be regarded as the difference in consistency conditions and can be characterized as
J θ respectively. In the one-parameter quantum estimation, the estimator is described by a pair comprising a POVM and a map from its data set to the real number set R. Since the POVM M • T −1 takes values in the real number set R, we can regard any estimator as a POVM taking values in the real number set R. In order to evaluate MSE, Helstrom [13, 14] derived the SLD Cramér-Rao inequality as a quantum counterpart of Cramér-Rao inequality (29) . If an estimator M satisfies
it is called unbiased. If θ − θ 0 is sufficiently small, we can obtain the following approximation in the neighborhood of θ 0 :
It implies the following two conditions:
If an estimator M satisfies (27) and (28), it is called locally unbiased at θ 0 . For any locally unbiased estimator M (at θ), the inequality, which is called the SLD Cramér-Rao inequality,
holds. Similarly to the classical case, this inequality is derived from the Schwartz inequality with respect to SLD Fisher information X|Y := Tr ρ θ XY +Y X 2 [13] [14] [15] . The equality of (29) holds when the estimator is given by the spectral decomposition E(
+ θ, where L θ is the SLD at θ and is defined by (3) . This implies that SLD Fisher information J θ 0 coincides with Fisher information at θ 0 of the probability family P E(
The monotonicity of quantum relative entropy [29] [30] gives the following evaluation of the probability family P E(
Taking the limit θ → θ 0 , we have
In this paper, we discuss inequality (30) from the viewpoint of the large deviation type of evaluation of the quantum estimation. The following families are treated as simple examples of the one-parameter quantum state family, in the latter.
Example 1 [One-parameter equatorial spin 1/2 system state family]:
In this family, we calculate
Since the relationsJ θ = ∞ and J θ = 1 hold in the case of r = 1, the two quantum analogues are completely different. 
|n , where |n is the number vector on L 2 (R). The quantum Gaussian state is defined as
We call {ρ θ |θ ∈ R} the one-parameter quantum Gaussian state family, and call {ρ θ |θ ≥ 0(θ ∈ R + = [0, ∞))} the half-line quantum Gaussian state family. In this family, we can calculate
which we perform the POVM M for the respective n systems.
whereθ is the estimated value.
This definition means that the estimated valueθ converges to the true value θ in probability, and can be regarded as the quantum extension of (8) . Now, we focus on the exponential component of the tail probability as follows:
We usually discuss the following value instead of β( M, θ, ǫ)
because it is too difficult to discuss β( M, θ, ǫ). The following theorem can be proven from the monotonicity of the quantum relative entropy.
Theorem 2 (Nagaoka [22, 23] ) If a POVM M n on H ⊗n satisfies the weakly consistent condition (31) , the inequalities
hold.
Even if the parameter set Θ is not open (e.g., the closed half-line R + := [0, ∞)), this theorem holds. Proof: The monotonicity of the quantum relative entropy yields the inequality
for any θ ′ satisfying |θ ′ − θ| > ǫ, where we denote the probability P
where h is the binary entropy defined by h(x) := −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x). Since the assumption guarantees that p n,θ ′ → 1, the inequality
holds, where we use the additivity of quantum relative entropy:
. Thus, we obtain (33). Taking the limit ǫ → 0 in inequality (36), we obtain (34) . As another proof, we can prove this inequality as a corollary of the quantum Stein's lemma [10, 11] .
The bound under the strong consistency condition
As discussed in section 4, the SLD Cramér-Rao inequality guarantees that the lower bound of MSE is given by SLD Fisher information. Therefore, it is expected that the bound is connected with SLD Fisher information for large deviation. In order to discuss the relationship between SLD Fisher information and the bound for large deviation, we need another characterization with respect to the limit of the tail probability. We thus define
In the following, we attempt to link the quantity α( M , θ) with SLD Fisher information. For this purpose, it is suitable to focus on an information quantity that satisfies the additivity and the monotonicity, as in the proof of Theorem 1. Its limit should be SLD Fisher information. The Bures distance b(ρ, σ) :
* is known to be an information quantity whose limit is SLD Fisher information, as mentioned in Lemma 3. Of course, it can be regarded as a quantum analogue of the Hellinger distance, and satisfies the monotonicity.
Lemma 3 (Uhlmann [31] , Matsumoto [32] ) If there exists an SLD L θ satisfying (3) , then the equation
holds.
A proof of Lemma 3 is given in Appendix C. As discussed in the latter, the Bures distance satisfies the monotonicity. Unfortunately, the Bures distance does not satisfy the additivity. However, the quantum affinity I(ρ σ) := −8 log Tr
satisfies the additivity:
Its classical version is called affinity in the following form [33] :
As a trivial deformation of (38), the equation
holds. The quantum affinity satisfies the monotonicity w.r.t. any measurement M (Jozsa [34] , Fuchs [35] ):
The most simple proof of (42) is given by Fuchs [35] who directly proved that
For the reader's convenience, a proof of (43) is given in Appendix D. From (39), (41) and (42), we can expect that SLD Fisher information is, in a sense, closely related to a large deviation type of bound. From the additivity and the monotonicity of the quantum affinity, we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 4 The inequality
holds, where we define
A proof of Lemma 4 is given in Appendix E. However, Lemma 4 cannot yield an inequality w.r.t. α( M , θ) under the weak consistency condition, unlike inequality (36) . Therefore, we consider a stronger condition, which is given in the following.
Definition 5 [Strong consistency condition]: A sequence of estimators
is called strongly consistent if the convergence of (37) is uniform for the parameter θ and if α( M , θ) is continuous for θ. A sequence of estimators is called strongly consistent at θ if there exists a neighborhood U of θ such that it is strongly consistent in U.
The square root n consistency is familiar in the field of mathematical statistics. However, in the large deviation setting, this strong consistency seems more suitable than the square root n consistency.
As a corollary of Lemma 4, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6 Assume that there exists the SLD L θ satisfying (3). If a sequence of estimators
is strongly consistent at θ, then the inequality
Proof: From the above assumption, for any real ǫ > 0 and any element θ ∈ Θ, there exists a sufficiently small real
Lemma 3 and (46) guarantee (45) for ∀θ ∈ Θ.
Remark 2 Inequality (43) can be regarded as a special case of the monotonicity w.r.t. any trace-preserving CP (completely positive) map C :
which is proven by Jozsa [34] because the map ρ → P M ρ can be regarded as a tracepreserving CP map from the C * algebra of bounded operators on H to the commutative
where Ω is the data set.
Attainabilities of the bounds
Next, we discuss the attainabilies of the two boundsJ θ and J θ in their respective senses.
In this section, we discuss the attainabilies in two cases: the first case is the oneparameter quantum Gaussian state family, and the second case is an arbitrary oneparameter finite-dimensional quantum state family that satisfies some assumptions.
One-parameter quantum Gaussian state family
In this subsection, we discuss the attainabilies in the one-parameter quantum Gaussian state family. 
[Construction of M s ]: We perform the POVM E(Q) for all systems, where Q is the position operator on L 2 (R). The estimated value ξ n is determined to be the mean value of n data. Proof: Since the equation
holds, we have the equation
Thus, we obtain the equation
which implies that
Therefore, the sequence of estimators M s = {M s,n } ∞ n=1 attains the bound
and satisfies the strong consistency condition.
Proposition 8 In the half-line quantum Gaussian state family, the sequence of estimators
(defined in the following) satisfies the weak consistency condition and the strong consistency condition at R + \ {0} and the relations
This proposition indicates the significance of the uniformity of the convergence of (37). This proposition is proven in Appendix G.
[Construction of M w ]: We perform the following unitary evolution:
For detail, see Appendix F. We perform the number measurement E(N) of the first system whose state is ρ √ nθ , and let k be its data, where the number operator N is defined as N := n n|n n|. The estimated value T n is determined by T n := k n .
Theorem 9
In the one-parameter quantum Gaussian state family, for any θ ∈ R, the sequence of estimators M
(defined in the following) satisfies the weak consistency condition and the relations
We divide n systems into two groups. One consists of √ n systems and the other, of n − √ n systems. We perform the PVM E(Q) for every system in the first group. Let ξ √ n be the mean value in the first group, i.e., we perform the PVM M s,
√ n for the first system. At the second step, we perform the following unitary evolution for the second group.
For details, see Appendix F. We perform the POVM M w,n− √ n for the system whose state is ρ
; the data is written as T n− √ n . Then, we decide the final estimated valueθ asθ
we have
As is shown in Appendix G, we have
which implies (52). Next, we prove the consistency in the case where θ > θ 1 . In this case, it is sufficient to discuss the case where θ−θ 1 > ǫ > 0. Since the first measurement M s, √ n and the second one M w,n− √ n are performed independently, we obtain
Proposition 8 guarantees that the first term goes to 0, and Theorem 7 guarantees that the second term goes to 0. Thus, we obtain the consistency of M w θ 1
. Similarly, we can prove the weak consistency the case where θ < θ 1 .
Finite dimensional family
In this subsection, we treat the case where the dimension of the Hilbert space H is k (finite). As for the attainability of the RHS of inequality (45) 
is injective i.e., one-to-one.
) for all systems. The estimated value is determined to be the mean value plus θ 0 . Proof of Lemma 10: From Assumption 2, the weak consistency is satisfied. Let δ > 0 be a sufficiently small number. Define the function
Since
When θ −θ 0 is sufficiently small, the function x → sup s (xs−log φ θ,θ 0 (s)) is continuous in (−δ, δ). Using Cramér's theorem [36] , we have
for ǫ < δ. Taking the limit ǫ → 0, we have
The above convergence is uniform for the neighborhood of θ 0 . Taking the limit θ → θ 0 , we have
Thus, we can check (53) and the strong consistency in the neighborhood of θ 0 .
However, this sequence of estimators M s δ depends on the true parameter θ 0 . We should construct a sequence of estimators that satisfies the strong consistency condition and attains the bound
at all points θ 0 . Since such a construction is too difficult, we introduce another strong consistency condition that is weaker than the above and under which inequality (45) holds. We construct a sequence of estimators that satisfies this strong consistency condition and attains the bound given in (45) for all θ in a weak sense.
[
such that
• lim
Its LHS converges locally uniformly to θ.
Similarly to Theorem 2, we can prove inequality (45) under the second strong consistency condition.
Under these preparations, we state a theorem with respect to the attainability of the bound J θ . The following theorem can be regarded as a special case of Theorem 8 of [37] .
Theorem 11 Under Assumptions 1 and 3, the sequence of estimators
(defined in the following) satisfies the second strong consistency condition and the relations
The sequence of estimators M s δ is independent of the unknown parameter θ. Every M s,n δ is an adaptive estimator and will be defined in section 8.
Its proof is given in Appendix H.
[Assumption 3]:
The following set is compact.
If the state family is included by a bounded closed set consisting of positive definite operators, Assumption 3 is satisfied.
[Construction of M s δ ]: We perform a faithful POVM M f (defined in the following) for the first δn systems. Then, the data (ω 1 , . . . , ω δn ) obey the probability family {P M f θ |θ ∈ Θ}. We denote the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) w.r.t. the data (ω 1 , . . . , ω δn ) byθ. Next, we perform the measurement E(Lθ) defined by the spectral measure of Lθ for other (1 − δ)n systems. Then, we have data (ω δn+1 , . . . , ω n ). We decide the final estimated value
An example of faithful POVM, which is a POVM taking values in the set of pure states on H, is given by M h ( dρ) := kρν( dρ) , where ν is the invariant (w.r.t. the action of SU(H)) probability measure on the set of pure states on H. As another example, if L 1 , . . . L k 2 −1 is a basis of the space of self-adjoint traceless operators, a disjoint random combination of PVMs E(L 1 ), . . . E(L k 2 −1 ) is faithful. Note that a disjoint random combination is defined in section 4.
Remark 3 By dividing n systems into √ n and n − √ n systems, Gill and Massar [16] constructed an estimator which asymptotically attains the optimal bound w.r.t. MSE, and Hayashi and Matsumoto [38] constructed a similar estimator by dividing them into b n and n − b n systems, where lim bn n = 0. However, in our proof, it is difficult to show the attainability of the bound (45) in such a division. Perhaps, there may exist a family in which such an estimator does not attain the bound (45). At least, it is essential in our proof that the number of the first group b n satisfy lim
The following lemma proven in Appendix J plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 13.
Lemma 14
For three parameters θ 0 , θ 1 and θ 2 and δ > 0, the inequalities
We obtain the following theorem as a review of the above discussion.
Theorem 15 From Theorems 2, 6 and 11 and Lemma 10, we have the equations
as an operational comparison ofJ θ and J θ under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3. We can replace β( M, θ, ǫ) with β( M , θ, ǫ) in equations (60).
We can also prove (30) as a consequence of equations (60) and (61).
Adaptive estimators
In this section, we assume that the dimension of the Hilbert space H is finite. We consider estimators whose POVM is adaptively chosen from the data. We choose the
In this setting, the estimator is written as the pair E n = (M n , T n ) of the POVM M n satisfying (62) and the function T n : Ω n → Θ. Such an estimator E n is called an adaptive estimator. As a larger class of POVMs, the separable POVM is well known. A POVM M n on H ⊗n is called separable if it is written as
is a positive semi-definite operator on H. For any separable estimator (M n , T n ), the relations
hold, where the POVM M θ,l on H is defined by
Theorem 16
If a sequence of separable estimators M = {E n } = {(M n , T n )} satisfies the weak consistency condition, the inequalities
Proof: Similarly to (35), the monotonicity of quantum relative entropy yields
where
From the weak consistency, we have P n → 1. Thus, we obtain (64) from (63). Since H is finite-dimensional, the set of extremal points of POVMs is compact. Therefore, the convergence lim ǫ→0
The last equation is derived from (29) . The preceding theorem holds for any adaptive estimator. As a simple extension, we can define an m-adaptive estimator that satisfies (62) when every M l ( ω l−1 ) is a POVM on H m . As a corollary of Theorem 16, we have the following.
Corollary 17
If a sequence of m-adaptive estimators M = {E n } = {(M n , T n )} satisfies the weak consistency condition, then the inequalities
hold. Now, we obtain the equation
The part of ≥ holds because an adaptive estimator attaining the bound is constructed in Theorem 11, and the part of ≤ follows from (67) and the equation
which is proven in a similar manner as (66).
Difference in order among limits and supremums
Theorem 15 yields another operational comparison as
Equation ( can be regarded as the difference in the order of lim inf ǫ→0 and sup M: SC . This comparison was naively discussed by Nagaoka [22, 23] . 
Theorem 18 We adopt Assumption 1 in Theorem 11 and D(ρ
However, using Theorem 18, we obtain a stronger equation than (71):
where m-ASC at θ denotes m-adaptive and is strongly consistent at θ. This equation is in contrast with (69). Of course, the part of ≤ for (72) follows from (67). The part of ≥ for (72) is derived from the above theorem.
The following two lemmas are essential for our proof of Theorem 18.
Lemma 19
For two parameters θ 1 and θ 0 , the inequality 
When Y is an exponential family (i.e., flat), T θ 0 coincides with the projection to Y . Then, the sequence of estimators corresponding to the map T θ 0 satisfies the strong consistency at θ 0 and the equation
holds Proof: It is well known that for any subset X ′ ⊂ X, the equation
holds. For the reader's convenience, we present a proof of (76) , the inequality
holds. Since the map θ → P 
where the first inequality follows from (77) and the second inequality follows from (73).
Remark 4
In the case of the one-parameter equatorial spin 1/2 system state family,
is not one-to-one. Therefore, we must treat not E . On the other hand, as is mentioned in Appendix A, concerning a quantum analogue of information geometry from the viewpoint of e-connections, KMB is the most natural among the quantum versions of Fisher information. The interpretation of these two facts which seem to contradict each other, remains a problem. Similarly, it is a future problem to explain geometrically the relationship between the change of the orders of limits and the difference between the two quantum analogues of Fisher information.
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in the following way:
In the multi-dimensional case, these are regarded as metrics as follows. For example, we can define a metrics
on the tangent space at θ, and the RHS of (A.1) is called SLD Fisher matrix.
In quantum setting, any information precessing is described by a trace-preserving CP (completely positive) map C : S(H) → S(H ′ ). These inner product satisfy the monotonicity:
for a one-parametric density family {ρ θ ∈ S(H)|θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R} [1] . These inequalities can be regarded as the quantum versions of (5). An inner product satisfying the above is called a monotone inner product. According Petz [2] , the inner productJ ρ is the maximum one among normalized monotone inner products, and the inner product J ρ is the minimum one. In the information geometry community, we usually discuss the torsion. As is known within this community, α-connection is a generalization of e-connection. The torsion of α-connection concerning Fisher inner product vanishes in any distribution family [1] . In quantum setting, we can define the e-connections with respect to several quantum Fisher inner products. One may expect that in a quantum setting, its torsion vanishes in any density family. However, for only the inner productJ ρ , the torsion of econnection vanishes in any density family [1] . Thus, KMB Fisher information seems the most natural quantum analogue of Fisher information, from an information-geometrical viewpoint.
Appendix B. Proof of (15) From (14), we can calculate as
Next, we calculate the above coefficients
Using (B.2) and (14), we have
From (B.1), (B.2) and (B.3), we obtain
D(ρ θ+ǫ ρ θ ) ∼ = 1 2J θ ǫ 2 .
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 3
We define the unitary operator U ǫ as
Letting W (ǫ) be √ ρ θ+ǫ U ǫ , then we have
As is proven in the following discussion, the SLD L satisfies dW dǫ
Therefore, we have
We obtain (38) . It is sufficient to show (C.1). From the definition of the Bures distance, we have
* . Taking the derivative, we have
which implies that there exists a self-adjoint operator L such that dW dǫ (0) = 1 2 LW (0).
Thus, the operator L coincides with the SLD.
Appendix D. Proof of (43)
Let M = {M i } be an arbitrary POVM. We choose the unitary U satisfying
Using the Schwartz inequality, we have
Therefore,
Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 4
Let m and ǫ be an arbitrary positive integer and an arbitrary positive real number, respectively. There exists a sufficiently large integer N such that
for i = 0, . . . , m and ∀n ≥ N. From the monotonicity (42) and the additivity (39) of quantum affinity, we perform the following evaluation:
where we assume that β( M , θ, a) = 0 for any negative real number a. Taking the limit n → ∞ after dividing by n, we have 1 8
Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, the inequality 1 8
holds. Taking the limit m → ∞, we obtain (44).
Appendix F. Unitary evolutions on the boson coherent system
In the system H = L 2 (R), the unitary operator U 1 (β) := exp(βa * − β * a) acts on the coherent state as
where α and β are complex numbers and a is the annihilation operator. Thus, we can verify that
Now, we let a i be the annihilation operator on the i-th system. The unitary operator
In the two-mode system H ⊗ H, the unitary V 2 (t) := exp t(−a * 2 a 1 + a * 1 a 2 ) acts as V 1 (t)|α 1 ⊗ |α 2 = |α 1 cos t + α 2 sin t ⊗ | − α 1 sin t + α 2 cos t .
Thus, we can verify that
Therefore, the unitary
Appendix G. Proof of Proposition 8
For a proof of Proposition 8, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 21 Let g n (ω), f n (ω) be functions on Ω. Assume that the functions β 1 (ω) := lim n→∞ −1 n log f n (ω) and β 2 (ω) := lim n→∞ −1 n log g n (ω) are continuous. If the inequality g n (ω) ≤ 1 holds for any element ω ∈ Ω and any positive integer n, and if there exists a subset K ⊂ Ω such that
Similarly to Lemma 4, Lemma 21 is proven. Now, we will prove Proposition 8. From the definition of M w,n and the equation
where [ ] is a Gauss notation. Therefore, we obtain
which implies (50). Next, we prove the strong consistency condition and (51). We perform the following calculation:
The equation
holds. Also, as is proven in the latter, the equations
hold, where 1(x) is defined as
For any δ > 0, there exists a real number K such that
Now, we can apply Lemma 21 to (G.1). From (G.2) and (G.3), the relations
hold. If ǫ is sufficiently small for θ, we have the following approximation:
Thus,
(G.5)
The second convergence of the LHS of (G.5) is uniform in a sufficiently small neighborhood U θ 0 of arbitrary θ 0 ∈ R + \ {0}. Similarly to (G.5), from (G.4), we can prove
.
(G.6) Also, the second convergence of the LHS of (G.6) is uniform at a sufficiently small neighborhood U θ 0 of arbitrary θ 0 ∈ R + \ {0}. Thus, (51) and the strong consistency condition are proven.
Next, we prove (G.3) and (G.4). Using the Stirling formula, we have
[δn]
[δn]! e −n|α| 2 = δ log δ
Since the relations (n|α| 2 )
hold, (G.4) follows from (G.7). If (θ + ǫ) 2 ≤ |α| 2 , the equation
holds. It implies (G.3) in the case of (θ + ǫ) 2 ≤ |α| 2 . Next we prove (G.3) in the case of (θ + ǫ) 2 > |α| 2 . In this case, we have [δn]
1 − e −1 hold, we have
If we let L be a sufficiently large real number, we have (G.3).
Appendix H. Proof of Theorem 11
In this proof, we use the function φ θ,θ (s) defined in (K.1). First, we prove the following four facts.
(i) The faithful POVM M f satisfies the inequalities
(ii) The relation
(iii) The equation
holds. The LHS converges uniformly w.r.t. θ,θ.
(iv) For any real number δ 2 > 0, there exists a sufficiently small real number Fact (ii) is, also, proven by the relations
Fact (iv) follows from the relation ∂ Tr ρ θ Lθ ∂θ → 1 asθ → θ, which follows from fact (i). Next, we prove the theorem from the preceding four facts. The inequality
holds. As is proven in the latter, the inequality
holds, where the function g(x, y) is defined as g(x, y) := x − log(1 + x 2 + y). Therefore, we have
From facts (i) and (ii), the equations
hold. The RHS of (H. 
The last equation is derived from Lebesgue's convergence theorem and the fact that the probability P Lθ θ+ξǫ,n tends to 1 uniformly w.r.t.θ, as follows from Assumptions 1 and 3. The reason for the applicability of Lebesgue's convergence theorem is given as follows. Since P , ∀θ ∈ Θ, n ≥ N. Thus, we have
Therefore, we can apply Lebesgue's convergence theorem. Thus, the relations
hold. Since δ 4 > 0 is arbitrary, the inequality (H.6) holds. Next, we prove the inequality (H.3). Assume that |θ − θ| ≤ ǫ and define Λ(ξ,θ, θ) := sup η∈R (ηξ − log φ θ,θ (η)).
Then, the inequalities
hold, where (H.7) is derived from fact (iv), and (H.8) is derived from Markov's inequality. Thus,
We let ǫ > 0 be a sufficiently small real number for arbitrary δ 3 > 0 and define η by
hold, where (H.10) follows from fact (iii). The uniformity of (H.1) (the fact(iii)) and the boundedness of RHS of (H.1) (Assumption 3) guarantee that the choice of ǫ > 0 is independent of θ,θ. From (H.9) and (H.10), we obtain (H.4) because the function x → g(x, y) where y, x ≥ 0.
Appendix I. Proof of Theorem 13
If the true state is ρ θ 1 , the inequalities
Thus, equation (56) is proven. Then, it implies (57). Next, we show the weak consistency of M w θ 1
. Assume that the true state ρ θ is not ρ θ 1 . Then, we have
, the convergence P
holds. If we can prove sup θ∈U θ,ǫn
we obtain
This condition (I.3) is stronger than the weak consistency condition. Thus, it is sufficient to show (I.2).
From Lemma 14, the relations
hold. In the following, we assume that |θ −θ| ≤ ǫ n . Since ǫ n = 
. Pinching map in non-asymptotic setting
In the following, we prove Lemma 14 and construct the PVM E n θ after some discussions concerning the pinching map in the non-asymptotic setting and group representation theory. In this subsection, we present some definitions and discussions of the nonasymptotic setting.
A state ρ is called commutative with a PVM E(= {E i }) on H if ρE i = E i ρ for any index i. For PVMs E(= {E i } i∈I ), F (= {F j } j∈J ), the notation E ≤ F means that for any index i ∈ I there exists a subset (F/E) i of the index set J such that E i = j∈(F/E) i F j . For a state ρ, we denote by E(ρ) the spectral measure of ρ which can be regarded as a PVM. The pinching map E E with respect to a PVM E is defined as
which is an affine map from the set of states to itself. Note that the state E E (ρ) is commutative with a PVM E. If a PVM F = {F j } j∈J is commutative with a PVM E = {E i } i∈I , we can define the PVM F ×E = {F j E i } (i,j)∈I×J , which satisfies F ×E ≥ E and F × E ≥ F . For any PVM E, the supremum of the dimension of E i is denoted by w(E).
Lemma 22
Let E be a PVM such that w(E) < ∞. If states σ and ρ are commutative with the PVM E, and if a PVM F satisfies E ≤ F, E(σ) ≤ F , then we have
This lemma follows from Lemma 23 and Lemma 24 below.
Lemma 23 Let ρ and σ be states. If a PVM F satisfies E(σ) ≤ F , then
Proof: Since E(σ) ≤ F and F is commutative with σ, we have Tr E F (ρ) log E F (σ) = Tr ρ log σ. Since ρ is commutative with log ρ, we have Tr E F (ρ) log ρ = Tr ρ log ρ. Therefore, we obtain the following:
D(E F (ρ) E F (σ)) − D(ρ σ) = Tr E F (ρ)(log E F (ρ) − log E F (σ)) − Tr ρ(log ρ − log σ)
= Tr E F (ρ)(log E F (ρ) − log ρ).
This proves (J.2).
Lemma 24 Let E and F be PVMs such that E ≤ F . If a state ρ is commutative with E, we have D(ρ E F (ρ)) ≤ log w(E). (J.3)
Proof:
Let a i := Tr E i ρE i and ρ i := 1 a i E i ρE i . Then, we have ρ = i a i ρ i , E F (ρ) = i a i E F (ρ i ), i a i = 1. Therefore,
log dim E i = log w(E).
Thus, we obtain inequality (J.3).
Let us consider another type of inequality. 
Definition 29
We can define the PVM E n × E(ρ ⊗n ) for any PVM E n ∈ Ir ⊗n . Now we define the PVM E 
Appendix K. Large deviation theory for an exponential family
In this section, we review the large deviation theory for an exponential family. A ddimensional probability family is called an exponential family if there exist linearly independent real-valued random variables F 1 , . . . , F d and a probability distribution p on the probability space Ω such that the family consists of the probability distribution
In this family, the parametric space is given by Θ := {θ ∈ R d |0, < ψ(θ) < ∞}, the parameter θ is called the natural parameter and the function ψ(θ) is called the potential. We define the dual potential φ(θ) and the dual parameter η(θ), called the expectation parameter, as
From (K.1), we have
